Map 2

Statistical Local Groups in Sydney

Statistical Local Groups
Grouped by PM Revenue Summaries
1. Ashfield/Drummoyne/Leichhardt
2. Auburn/Burwood/Concord/Sir Lid
3. Campbeltown/Liverpool
4. Marrickville/South Sydney
5. Botany/Rockdale
6. Hurstville/Kogarah
7. Holroyd/Parramatta
8. Ku-ring-gai/Willoughby
9. Manly/Mosman
10. Hornsby/Nth Sydney/Ryde
11. Baulkham Hills/Hornsby
12. Blacktown/Blue Mtns/Penrith
13. Waverley/Woolahra
14. Bankstown
15. Canterbury
16. Fairfield
17. Randwick
18. Sutherland
19. Sydney
20. Worthing
21. all others
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Map of Population Density in Sydney Statistical Local Areas
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Map of Club Distribution in Sydney
Map 4

Club Distribution in Sydney

Density of Clubs per SLA
1 Dot = 1 club
Appendix M

Map of Concentration of Registered Clubs Per 10,000 Residents in Sydney Statistical Local Areas
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Concentration of Registered Clubs per 10,000 Residents in Sydney Statistical Local Areas

Club Concentration per SLA per 10,000 Population

- 0 to 1 club
- 1 to 2 clubs
- 2 to 3 clubs
- 3 to 5 clubs
- 40 to 42 clubs
- all others
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Map of Total Poker Machine Expenditure in Sydney Statistical Local Groups
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Total Poker Machine Expenditure in Sydney Statistical Local Groups

Poker Machine Expenditure in Statistical Local Groups

- Ku-ring-gai SLG - 8634571
- Manly SLG - 10050038
- Hurstville SLG - 29505155
- Ashfield SLG - 36119617
- Auburn SLG - 37635129
- Baulkham Hills SLG - 38318412
- Sutherland SLG - 41259182
- Waverley SLG - 43728890
- Marrickville SLG - 45725446
- Randwick SLG - 58002864
- Warringah SLG - 64893485
- Sydney SLG - 57999973
- Botany SLG - 57899953
- Hunter's Hill SLG - 61926889
- Holroyd SLG - 68953142
- Bankstown SLG - 76105049
- Canterbury SLG - 76829062
- Fairfield SLG - 80564943
- Campbelltown SLG - 84250602
- Blacktown SLG - 131200122
- all others
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Map of Poker Machine Expenditure Per Head of Adult Population in Sydney Statistical Local Groups
Map 7

Poker Machine Expenditure per Head of Adult Population
in Sydney Statistical Local Groups

Poker Machine Expenditure per head
- 65.39-Ku-ring-gai/Willoughby
- 81.46-B'hill/Hornsby
- 99.04-Meriv/Mosman
- 200.95-Sutherland
- 304.25-Huntville/Kogarah
- 317.04-Ash'ld/Dr'oyne/Leich'dt
- 358.82-Marickville/S'Sydney
- 359.45-Alb'ry/B'swood/Con'd/SYld
- 373.24-B'town/B'tn/Parth
- 390.77-H'hill/L'ove/N'Syd/Pyde
- 399.61-Holroyd/Paramatta
- 445.18-Campbelltown/Liverpool
- 453.25-Waverley/Woolahra
- 509.70-Warringah
- 520.43-Randwick
- 598.32-Fairfield
- 688.02-Both/Brockdale
- 694.56-Bankstown
- 712.34-Canterbury
- 8451.35-Sydnei(inner)remainder